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Abstract This article deals with a novel multi-screen
interactive TV setup (smarTVision) and its enhancement
through Companion-Technology. Due to their flexibility
and the variety of interaction options, such multi-screen
scenarios are hardly intuitive for the user. While research
known so far focuses on technology and features, the user
itself is often not considered adequately. CompanionTechnology has the potential of making such interfaces
really user-friendly. Building upon smarTVision, it’s
extension via concepts of Companion-Technology is
envisioned. This combination represents a versatile test bed
that not only can be used for evaluating usefulness of
Companion-Technology in a TV scenario, but can also
serve to evaluate Companion-Systems in general.

1 Introduction
Ever since television became the main source for entertainment and media in domestic environments, the static
setup based on one fixed screen required all other things
(including interiors and people) to be arranged around it
[24]. More recently, this traditional setup is increasingly
often supplemented by users taking advantage of second
screens [4]. For instance, smartphones or tablet devices
allow users to perform secondary tasks while the shared
content on the main screen remains available for all users.
For users, these second screens yield a number of advantages including social connectivity and sharing the
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experience with remote friends as well as quick access to
additional background information supplementing the primary screen content [12].
These user needs were used to design and implement
smarTVision, a continuous projected display space system.
It enables users to create any number of second screens and
place them in their environment in addition to their existing
devices (Fig. 1). SmarTVision provides a flexible input and
output space that enables diverse forms of interactions.
Furthermore, we show how smarTVision can be enhanced
using Companion-Technology [36] to create a highly
adaptive system. We present smarTVision as a test bed to
research Companion-Properties such as adaptability, individuality and availability.
This paper offers two main contributions: first, the
design and implementation of smarTVision together
with three example applications that illustrate how the
flexible and novel design options can be utilized in
different applications. Second, we present concepts for
enhancing smarTVision to account for CompanionProperties such as adaptability, individuality and availability. We present how smarTVision can be used as a
test bed to evaluate these and other characteristics of
Companion-Technology.

2 Related Work
This work is influenced by a large body of previous
research on second screen applications, augmented televisions, everywhere displays, and multimodal interaction in general and specific to Companion-Technology.
After providing necessary definitions, this section gives
insights in the state of the art of research-related topics.
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in large field studies how multiple devices are used for
media play back [6] and what usage patterns of utilizing
multiple devices simultaneously emerge through second
screens [5].
2.3 Augmenting Television

Fig. 1 Projected screens can be placed anywhere in the user’s
environment

2.1 Definitions
A Companion-System is a cognitive technical system that
adjusts its functionality in a completely individual way to a
particular user using so-called Companion-Technology. It
realizes so-called Companion-Properties, such as individuality, adaptability, availability, cooperativeness and
trustworthiness [36].
We use the term modality as equivalent to the term interaction technique as defined in [26]. The latter is defined
as the combination of ‘‘a physical device d with an interaction language L: hd; Li’’, where an interaction language
defines a set of well-formed expressions (i. e., a conventional assembly of symbols) that convey meaning.
The term Context of Use (CoU) is based on the definition in [9], as ‘‘any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person,
place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and
applications themselves.’’
2.2 Second Screen Applications
Second screen setups allow users to perform tasks parallel
to other activities or other users without interfering with
other users. Early work by Myers et al. presents first
applications for second screen setups that facilitate interaction with distant displays and collaborative activities
[25]. Further work investigated how personal second
screens support collaborative planning tasks on a primary
interactive surface [34]. Also in the context of television
second screens have been used to provide additional
information that supplements television content [1] and
supports communication with the users’ social network [2].
For instance, Robertson et al. used second screens to
control media content displayed on a shared display [28].
More recently, a considerable amount of work investigated
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The surrounding and immediate environment of television
setups have been investigated as an option for extending
the television experience, as well. For instance, Harboe
et al. added an ambient display (i. e., ambient orb) to
provide remote user presence information along with light
weight messaging options [13]. With IllumiRoom, Jones
et al. present projections to augment the immediate surroundings of a television to create a highly immersive
experience [19]. In a follow-up project the TV was
removed from the setup and the whole room became an
interaction display [18]. Projections have also been used to
render additional user interfaces next to a television set
[35], a laptop computer (Bonfire) [21], and a mobile
phone [37].
2.4 Everywhere Displays
Several approaches actuated the projected displays using
motorized projectors that allow to freely position displays
in the environment using a motorized projector [3, 11,
27]. Further, the whole floor of a room can be used as a
display which enables versatile foot-based interaction
options [30].
2.5 Multimodal Output Configuration
To configure the use of multiple modalities for input and
outputs, we can distinguish between three different concepts. First, the multimodal combination is pre-defined by
system developers before runtime. These hard-coded
approaches leave little leeway for user-individual and
CoU-specific adaptive behavior at runtime. Second, the
user is able to configure the multimodal user interface at
runtime (cf. [7, 29]). These approaches often make use of a
so-called meta UI, which allows the user to re-arrange and
configure the use of applied modalities for a specific setting. Since it is the user who is in charge to specify each
adaptation at runtime, this concept is rather cumbersome to
perform ongoing adaptations to the CoU. At last, the third
class comprises approaches, where the system autonomously adapts itself to the sensed changes in the CoU.
Such systems rely on an adequate sensory system to
aggregate knowledge about the CoU, as described in [10,
15]. A specialized fission module is in charge to reason
about the most adequate UI configuration with each change
in the CoU [15, 16].
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2.6 Multimodal Input Fusion
Gathering user inputs from multiple modalities and combining them where applicable has been a field of extensive
research for several years now. Basically, there are four
different strategies to tackle this problem, as there are
procedural, frame-based, unification-based, and statistical/
hybrid approaches. See [22, 23] for details and a comprehensive list of examples. Within the field of CompanionSystems, the input fusion has to deal with uncertain inputs
from various sensors on an abstract level. Therefore, we
will apply the approach from [31], as it allows complete
handling of uncertainties within the tasks of combination,
reinforcement, disambiguation, and conflict detection of
user inputs.
Building upon and integrating the related work, we
propose a complete interactive environment for the
instantiation and evaluation of Companion-Systems. The
overall scenario is that of a TV-like environment that is
extended by optional and flexible second screens for the
system output and flexible multimodal possibilities for user
inputs as detailed in the next section.

Fig. 2 The prototype hardware setup: a traverse mounted on two
tripods spans across the room, holding a depth camera and projectors
(a). The projected display space of the prototype allows to create
several surfaces (b)

A third visualization option of our implemented system
are visual indicators that render highlights on physical
objects in the user’s environment. For instance, in a quiz
game played by several users, results of each individual
user’s guess could be visualized by projecting such indicators onto each specific player.
The use of personal mobile devices forms the forth
concept for visualization. With a dedicated app, a user’s
smartphone or tablet can also be used to represent information using the aforementioned widget concept.
3.2 Interaction Options

3 User Interface and Interaction Concepts
We designed the concept for smarTVision to overcome
limitations of current TV setups. Essentially, the concept
comprises output options (for visualizing content) and
input options (supporting different possibilities for interaction) via different devices and modalities [33].
3.1 Visualization Options
As illustrated in Fig. 1, smarTVision’s conceptual display
space spans across the ceiling, the wall, and the floor. We
focus on GUI-dominated scenarios with one primary screen
and multiple optional secondary screens. Within this space,
the secondary screens can be freely placed to provide
informative displays in any prominent places. This way, for
instance, secondary screens placed on the ceiling may be
suitable for content that is only of limited interest to users.
Each screen can be subdivided to generate smaller screen
patches (see the four screen patches on the floor in Fig. 2b).
The output is based on logical content containers which can
be rendered as full-screen widgets on each particular
screen.
In addition to the projected screens, visual links can
illustrate the coherence of multiple distributed screens.
Such links support users to easily understand which
semantic concepts from what screens belong together. As
an example, a social media feed can be connected to the
primary television content.

With smarTVision allowing various screen configurations
at any position in their environment, several spatial constellations arise between a user and the interface, the user
wishes to interact with. Due to this flexibility, interaction
options need to support interaction with interfaces and
displays across different distances. Therefore, the system
offers interactions via touch, gestures, and speech, as well
as multimodal interactions.
Touch In case the screen is in the user’s immediate
vicinity (e. g., on the couch table) or is on a mobile
device, direct touch-based interaction is an option
provided in the smarTVision concept.
Gestures In case a screen is placed at a remote position
relative to the user, hand gestures in mid-air as well as
pointing gestures can be conducted.
Speech Independent of screen positions, the user can
always perform speech interactions, e. g. by uttering
commands.
Using these modalities in a purely unimodal way, i. e. one
at a time and with self-sufficient meaning, would severely
restrict the interaction options. To overcome this, the
concept should also allow multimodal interactions as
defined by the CARE-properties of Coutaz et al. [8]. This
way, especially complementary inputs combining multiple
modalities like deictic references from speech and pointing
gestures allow a much wider range of interactions and
increase the naturalness for the user.
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4 Implementation
In order to investigate the smarTVision concept more in
depth, a prototype system was designed and implemented.
The hardware of the prototype setup comprises a stage
lighting rig that is mounted on two tripods (see Fig. 2a). This
rig spans across a couch and a couch table (which are typical
pieces of furniture in most living rooms). In order to render
projected second screens (Fig. 2b), three BenQ W1080ST
full HD projectors are mounted to the rig. Two of them are
facing the floor and one projector is responsible for projecting on the wall, which is facing the user sitting on the
couch. A fourth projector is placed in front of the couch table
facing the ceiling in order to provide the ceiling display.
These projectors yield a display space which allows to
render any visual content (i. e., TV content or interfaces)
that comprises the couch, the couch table, the floor around
and in front of the table, the wall, and the ceiling (Fig. 2b).
In addition to the projectors, a Microsoft Kinect depth
camera is attached to a pole that is mounted on the rig
(Fig. 2a). The depth camera is facing the floor and in
particular the area of the couch and couch table in order to
support touch-based interaction on these. Finally, a Leap
Motion sensor is attached to the border of the couch table,
which is used to support mid-air hand-gestures.
The software architecture draws on the UbiDisplays
framework by Hardy [14] and includes custom modifications to support the distribution of multiple second screen
applications. In order to manage complex applications, the
smarTVision implementation includes a central server for
coordinating the internal application logic and corresponding states (in particular important if several surfaces
access a shared data model or timing critical content). The
server is written in Node.js [20].

5 Applications
In order to explore and to illustrate one possible scenario
that is supported by smarTVision, a television scenario was
implemented including several demo applications. Three
selected examples illustrate how users can benefit from the
smarTVision concepts.
5.1 Meta User Interface (Meta UI)
Therefore, the meta UI uses a straightforward concept to
serve as a mediator for users to place, move, or delete
widgets (Fig. 3c). This interface provides a schematic
representation of the environment and offers predefined
locations where widgets can be placed (e. g., a social
media message feed next to the user on the couch). Instead
of using predefined locations, the meta UI could be
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Fig. 3 After selecting a player from the overview (a) the user can
view detailed information (b) and place it via the screen manager (c).
This way, screens can be placed within the whole environment of the
user (d, e). Remote interfaces can be operated by mid-air gestures (f)

implemented to allow free positioning by using structured
light for automatic surface recognition.
5.2 Sports Play Application
The first content-specific example application supports
following a basketball game broadcast. This application
aims for providing most different perspectives and views
(on different players), as well as different content types
(e. g., game statistics, social media etc.) in order to allow
users to follow all kinds of aspects that matter during such
complex game play.
A central menu serves as a player overview that is displayed on the couch table (Fig. 3a). By selecting a player via
touch, a detailed player view is opened (see Fig. 3b). Here,
users can select to open and place (Fig. 3c) the playerspecific camera view (which constantly follows this particular player) using the metaUI. This allows users to arrange
any number of different views in their environment such as
camera views of specific players, an overview camera
(Fig. 3e), and game statistics for instance at the ceiling
(Fig. 3d). Users can easily browse through different statistics
by using hand gestures to swipe to the next page (Fig. 3f).
5.3 Quiz Application
Another example application supports users to play along
while watching a quiz show. This application can be played
either by one or two players in the current implementation.
Users are provided with a widget that contains the answer
options (Fig. 4a). Next to the user on the couch, a small
selection widget is projected, which allows users to select
the answer option they think is correct. By the time, the
answer is revealed in the quiz show, corresponding feedback is provided through a visual indicator, which illuminates the user with a red (wrong answer) or a green light
(correct answer) (Fig. 4b).
While the presented demo applications offer a wide
range of interaction possibilities, they were not specifically
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Although the automatic fission process replaced the
former manual configuration task via the system’s meta UI
controller, the meta UI concept can still be used to communicate a user’s suggestions for improvement. In that way
the meta UI can be used to offer nominations for particular
modalities as motivated in [17].
The fission component of smarTVision decides not only
about the output, it also reasons about the applied sensors
for possible explicit user inputs. This setting for input and
output, the so-called abstract interaction model (AIM), is
provided as configuration for the fusion component, as it
describes all possible and valid user interactions (cf. [17]).
6.2 Adaptive Input Fusion
Fig. 4 Answer options can be selected via a small interface next to
the user (a). Depending on the selection, the user is illuminated in a
red (wrong) or green (correct) light (b, c).

designed with Companion-Technology in mind. Therefore,
the following section presents their enhancement with
certain aspects of Companion-Technology in order to
explicitly support Companion-Properties.

6 Interaction, Adaptation and Exploration
Currently, smarTVision only has some implicit Companion-Properties such as ‘‘high flexibility’’, which is achieved
through multi-modality. This section describes how Companion-Technology can be used to enhance the interaction
with the multi-screen television experience on the one
hand, and how such a user-controlled TV setting can serve
as a test bed on the other hand.
6.1 Automatic Output Configuration
The Companion-System’s fission component can be used
to reason about the applied devices and modalities in order
to support properties of individuality, adaptability and
availability. In that way, the system is able to automatically
react to changes in the CoU as described in [16]. If the user
moves around, e. g. to fetch some snacks, the primary
display’s TV content could accompany him e. g. with the
use of the motorized projectors. The fission component also
manages to distribute and locate the desired secondary
screen contents depending on their importance flags (cf.
ceiling projection as motivated in Sect. 3.1). During game
play, e. g. in quiz-mode, the fission could decide about the
most adequate location for each player’s private widget for
answer options (see Fig. 4). In multi-user settings, such
widgets could be rendered on the sofa next to the individual
user or on the user’s mobile device. The coffee table would
then be out of question to ensure each player’s privacy.

In order to allow rich multimodal interactions as described
in Sect. 3 a multimodal input fusion component is needed.
As the possible inputs and their semantic meaning may
greatly vary, depending on the application at hand and the
variable output configuration, this input fusion can not be
predefined, but must be configured at runtime. Using the
approach described in [17], the Companion-System’s input
fusion component can be configured automatically at runtime using the aforementioned AIM that provides it with an
abstract description of the currently possible interactions
inferred from the current output configuration. Properties
of availability and adaptability benefit most from using
such an flexible concept of input fusion.
6.3 User-Centered Testing
The well-equipped TV setting offers diverse possibilities to
test novel approaches for fission, fusion and CompanionTechnology in general.
The use of motorized projectors [11] increases the
number of possible areas for output. Depth cameras or
structured light scans can be used to identify suitable areas
for possible projections. This paradigm of steerable
everywhere displays lead to new research questions, which
can be further elaborated in the presented test bed. We are
interested in how users prefer to interact with moving
displays, and how such a dynamic aspect influences present
reasoning approaches for modality arbitration. With the use
of the presented Meta UI, the presented test bed allows to
share control over this reasoning process, and further
allows to gain insights into a user’s decision process and
his individual UI-specific desires and dislikes.
The Companion-Properties of availability and trustworthiness could be supported by increasing the robustness
of input understanding. This could be achieved by implementing the concept of adapting to individual interaction
history as described in [32], where sensor errors are
detected and avoided on the basis of an individual user’s
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known temporal input behavior. The demo applications
allow for a wide range of multimodal inputs and therefore
represent an ideal testbed. Furthermore, general insights in
a user’s individual preferences when it comes to the choice
and usage of multiple modalities in such a scenario can be
gathered as well.
Possible future enhancements include the extension of
the system with additional components, like planning and
dialog management (cf. [36]), that would allow the realization and evaluation of a holistic Companion-System.

7 Conclusion and Lessons Learned
We presented smarTVision, a continuous projected display
space system that enables users to create any number of
second screens and place them in their environment. To
illustrate the utilization of this concept, we implemented
three example applications that each draw on different
design options. Furthermore, the presented system works as
a test bed for Companion-Technology and especially
adaptive multimodal interaction in the context of a TV-like
environment. It allows a maximum of flexibility when it
comes to interaction options. The output is not restricted to
a fixed set of display devices, but can make use of any
surface in the surroundings of the user. Likewise the possibly available inputs for the user cover touch, gesture and
speech inputs, as well as multimodal interactions.
The presented and implemented scenarios showcase the
flexibility and technical feasibility of the overall concept.
Using modular and reusable components like the described
fission and fusion, the test bed can not only be used to
evaluate the interaction with a Companion-System, but also
allows to integrate additional concepts, like dialog management and planning components. This way, it can serve
as a complete test environment for Companion-Technology
itself, the way users interact with it and the experiences
they make. Future desirable extensions are the integration
of sensory equipment and software components to infer the
emotional state of users and the extension to multiple
simultaneous users.
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